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Abstract—Wireless Body Area Networks (WBANs) are expected to play a major role in the field of patient-health monitoring in the
near future, which gains tremendous attention amongst researchers in recent years. One of the challenges is to establish a secure
communication architecture between sensors and users, whilst addressing the prevalent security and privacy concerns.In this paper,
we propose a communication architecture for BANs, and design a scheme to secure the data communications between implanted
/wearable sensors and the data sink/data consumers (doctors or nurse) by employing Ciphertext-Policy Attribute Based Encryption
(CP ABE) [1] and signature to store the data in ciphertext format at the data sink, hence ensuring data security. Our scheme achieves
a role-based access control by employing an access control tree defined by the attributes of the data. We also design two protocols to
securely retrieve the sensitive data from a BAN and instruct the sensors in a BAN. We analyze the proposed scheme, and argue that it
provides message authenticity and collusion resistance, and is efficient and feasible. We also evaluate its performance in terms of
energy consumption and communication/computation overhead.
Index Terms—Wireless Body Area Networks; Access control tree; Secure communications; Attribute-based cryptosystem; signature.
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I NTRODUCTION

I

N recent years, innovative health-oriented networking and wireless communication technologies have been developed, which
become an intrinsic part of many modern medical devices. The
implantable medical devices (IMDs) [3], including pacemakers,
cardiac defibrillators, insulin pumps, neurostimulators, etc., utilize
their wireless radios to deliver timely patient information, leading
to a better health care monitoring system. Current advances make
it possible to deploy battery-powered miniaturized IMDs on, in, or
around the human body for long-term healthcare monitoring [4].
IMDs report their data to a data sink by wireless communication
channels. The data sink can be an IMD designed to store data
or a smartphone, which has the ability to communicate with
a remote healthcare agency through cellular networks or the
Internet. All those IMDs, which will later be simply referred as
sensors, and the data sink together consist a small-scale wireless
sensor network, called a Wireless Body Area Network (WBAN).
WBAN as a key enabling technique for E-healthcare systems
makes real-time health-related information accessible to medical
specialists, who are then enabled to cast appropriate and timely
medical treatment to the patients. The soaring national health
expenditures and escalating age-related disabilities are shifting
the emphasis from the hospital to the home [5], which makes
WBANs a perfect candidate for enabling in-home monitoring and
diagnosis, especially for people having chronic diseases.
Unlike conventional sensor networks, a WBAN deals with
more sensitive and important patient information that has significant security, privacy, and safety concerns, which may prevent
the wide adoption of this technology [6]. As a sensor that collects
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patient information, all it cares is to distribute the information
to authorized doctors and other experts securely. However, there
are challenges everywhere: Data should be transmitted in a secure
channel, and we all know the challenges in securing wireless communication channels. Node authentication is the most fundamental
step towards a BAN’s initial trust establishment, key generation,
and subsequent secure communications. There exist research that
enables embedded sensors to establish a session key with each
other by leverage physiological signals such as Electrocardiograph
(ECG) [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. Also, we
can pre-distribute keys or secrets in sensors if necessary. From
the perspective of cryptography, the high computation cost of
asymmetric cryptography leaves symmetric encryption as the only
viable option. But the key-distribution in symmetric encryption
is challenging. And symmetric encryption is not a good choice
for broadcasting a message because it involves some challenging
issues, such as key-management and access control. At the same
time, due to the limitation of memory space in sensors, a data sink,
which has considerably larger memory and computation power, is
employed to store data. To ensure the security of the data, we
need to have certain level of protection to the data sink. However,
a smartphone like device serving as the data sink can be physically
lost or stolen, and an attacker can read the data once he captures
the device. Moreover, recent research disclosed that smartphones
suffer from severe privacy concerns since many applications often
cross the line and read sensitive data at their free will (for example,
almost all apps read user’s location).
Here is a basic scenario: a set of sensors with limited computation power and storage are implanted into or attached to a
human body for data collection. The sensor wants to distribute its
collected data securely to authorized doctors and other experts.
The only thing that the sensor needs to know is that the doctor
or expert has the privilege to access its data. There is no need
for the sensor to know in detail who the doctor is. Meanwhile,
the data produced may be requested by more than one authorized
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data consumer, as long as they all have the access privilege. To be
more specific, we need a role-based access control. For example,
the data produced by a sensor that monitors the ECG signal may
only want the doctors in GWU hospital, Cardiac Surgery Center to
read it, and there are many doctors that have the required property.
Moreover, the storage in a sensor is limited and the data collected
should be stored in a data sink that has a larger storage. As we
mentioned before, a data sink might be compromised physically
or virtually. Therefore we need to eliminate the trust we put on
the data sink by encrypting the stored data at the data sink. Thus
the data sink itself has no access to the original data: it is just a
storage device and the only functionality required is to store and
index the data. In this paper, we propose a framework that makes
this scenario secure by designing a protocol that facilitates rolebased encrypted access control and reduces the trust we place on
the data sink.
We propose a novel encryption and signature scheme based
on CP ABE in this paper to address the secure communication
problem and provide the required security services mentioned
above for BANs. A sensor can control the access to the data it
has produced by constructing an access structure. For example,
by constructing the access structure ({GWU hospital} AND
{Vascular Surgery OR Cardiac Surgery}), the data requires that
only doctors or experts in GWU hospital, Vascular Surgery Center
or Cardiac Surgery Center can have the access right. Data are
stored in ciphertext format at the data sink and the trust we put
on the data sink is now drastically decreased as the data sink
does not have the key to decrypt the stored ciphertext. However,
the scheme belongs to the asymmetric encryption family, which
implies a high computational cost. This problem is addressed by
using the scheme to encrypt a session key and then the data is
encrypted by symmetric encryption based on the session key.
Our contribution can be summarized as follow:
•

•

•

•

We propose a framework that enables authorized doctors
and experts to access a patient’s private medical information securely.
Instead of using software or other mechanism to perform
access control, we use encryption and signature method to
provide a role-based encrypted access control. The sensor
has the ability to control who has access to its data by
constructing an access structure for the data.
We minimize the trust that people usually put on the data
sink by storing the data in ciphertext. The compromise
of the data stored at the data sink does not necessarily
indicate that the data is compromised.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme
in terms of energy consumption and communication/computation overhead.

The notations and their meaning utilized in this paper to
describe our scheme are presented in table 1:
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the motivation of the study and overviews the related
work. We present the system model in Section 3, and develop the
main idea of the communication protocols in Section 4. Section
5 analyzes the security of the proposed protocol, and presents the
performance analysis, followed by a conclusion drawn in Section
6.

2

TABLE 1
The notations
Notations
G1 , G2
H
Zp
M
AES
g
T (i)
K
K1

2
2.1

means
The two bilinear groups of prime order p
A Hash function
The Integers Modulo p
Plaintext message
Advanced Encryption Standard (128-bit)
A generator of G1
A function
Session key
Access Token

M OTIVATION AND R ELATED W ORK
Motivation

In a healthcare or an assisted-living BAN, the data controller
(could be a mobile device such as a smart phone) should be
accessed by a number of parties such as the primary doctor of
the patient and the doctors and nurses on duty of the day when the
patient is hospitalized. To make the matter even more complex, a
patient might be sent to a different hospital each time. One can
see that different parties have different access rights - e.g., the
primary doctor and the doctors on duty should have the full access
right; a nurse should have restricted access right compared with a
doctor; and the patient him/herself should have even less access
right to avoid mis-configuration of the system by mistakes. In the
design of BAN security mechanisms, we therefore face a critical
technical challenge: how to properly regulate the access rights of
these involved personnel while providing a strong access control
to the sensitive patient data?
To tackle this challenge, we propose to design an attributebased security scheme that can support not only differentiated encryption mechanisms but also role-based strong access control. To
protect against information exposure due to theft or compromise of
the data controller, and to control the access to the data controller
or the BAN devices (implanted or wearable sensors), the attributebased encryption over IBE [16] [1] is to be investigated. In
attribute-based encryption, the identity of a user has been replaced
by a set of descriptive attributes, which forms a fuzzy identity.
The decryption of the ciphertext requires the attributes defined by
the sender. For example, in the CP ABE scheme, the access was
defined by an access tree associated with the ciphertext. In this
paper, we propose algorithms to regulate the access rights of the
users based on the attribute-based encryption over CP ABE. The
performance of this design in terms of energy consumption and
communication/computation overhead will be extensively studied.
2.2

Related Work

In this section, we summarize the most relevant existing research
along three lines: (1) securing individual (implantable) devices
within a BAN; (2) securing the communications within a BAN;
and (3) identity-based cryptography for BANs. To the best of our
knowledge, no prior work investigated the security of communications between a BAN and its external users except [17] [18], with
[17] focusing on securing the communications (data encryption,
access control, and digital signature) between the data controller
and an external user via fuzzy attribute-based encryption and [18]
addressing self-protecting electronic medical records (EMRs) on
mobile devices and offline communications using attribute-based
encryption.
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Individual BAN devices: Halperin et al. [19] analyzed the security and privacy properties of commercially available Implantable
Cardiac Defibrillators (ICDs). They identified a number of radiobased attacks that could compromise the safety and privacy of
a patient. Other studies also discussed potential security and
privacy risks of Implantable Medical Decives (IMDs) [20] [21]
[22]. The existing research in this category is orthogonal to our
work presented in this paper, as we focus on securing BAN
communications.
Within a BAN: Most existing work in this category focused on
securing the transmissions between an implantable device and a
BAN controller, which can be a mobile phone carried by the
patient. There have been extensive research on leveraging a unique
feature of BAN - i.e., its ability to detect/measure vital signs
such as inter-pulse-intervals (IPIs) - to establish secret keys and
thereby enable secure communications within a BAN [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12]. In particular, since the IPI reading of a patient
is measurable and fairly consistent over different places of the
body, and generally differs substantially from other patients, most
existing work assumed that IPI can be retrieved by all body sensors
and used as a unique random number generator for cryptographic
schemes (after a de-noising procedure such as [23]).
Nonetheless, our studies indicate that this type of vital-signbased techniques may not suffice for the security requirement of
BANs, specifically for the following reasons:
•

•

It has been shown recently [24] that a patient’s IPI information may be remotely captured by an ultra-wide-band
(UWB) radar device. This leads to a significant security
threat as an adversary with a UWB radar can first capture
the IPI and then use it to compromise the patient’s health
information.
While IPI can be measured over various places of a human
body, there are still many devices in a BAN that cannot
reliably capture IPI information. Examples include motion
sensors placed in shoes, cameras attached to eyeglasses,
etc.

There also exists extensive research on in-situ key establishment [25], [26], [27] and key redistribution [28], [29]. They were
proposed for general sensor networks and could be applicable to
BANs to secure the inter-device communications.
Identity-based cryptography: With identity-based cryptography,
the public key of each user can be easily computed from a
string corresponding to the user’s identity. Since this eliminates
the cost of certificate distribution, identity-based cryptography is
especially suitable for BANs.
Tan et al. [30] proposed an identity-based encryption scheme
for BANs. Nonetheless, it lacks the access control feature which
we develop in this paper. Yu et al. [31] developed a distributed
fine-grained access-control mechanism for wireless sensor networks. But it does not provide message authentication - another
important requirement of BAN security.
While identity-based cryptography [32], [33], [34], [35] has
been used to provide message authentication before, the application of them to BANs may not be practical for implantable devices due to their extremely limited computation/communication
capacity and battery power. In contrast, we develop a data communication scheme in this paper which has significantly lower
communication overhead and power consumption.

3

3

P RELIMINARIES AND S YSTEM MODEL

3.1

Preliminaries

We now introduce some preliminary knowledge regarding the
cryptographic primitives used in this paper.
3.1.1 Bilinear Maps and Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problems
Let G1 and G2 be two bilinear groups of prime order p, and g be
a generator of G1 . Our proposed scheme makes use of a bilinear
map: e : G1 × G1 → G2 with the following properties:
1)

2)
3)

Bilinear: A map e : G1 × G1 → G2 is bilinear if and
only if for all P, Q ∈ G1 and all a, b ∈ Zp , we have
e(P a , Qb ) = e(P, Q)ab . Here Zp = {0, 1, . . . , p − 1}
is the Galois field of order p.
Non-degeneracy: The generator g satisfies e(g, g) 6= 1.
Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to compute
e(P, Q) for ∀P, Q ∈ G1 .

With a bilinear map, one can obtain the following variation
of the Diffie-Hellman problem. Note that the hardness [36] of the
decision version of it - i.e., the decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman
problem (DBDH) - forms the basis for the security of our scheme.
Bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem (BDH): Given two groups G1
and G2 with the same prime order p, let e : G1 × G1 → G2
be a bilinear map and g be a generator of G1 . The objective
of BDH is to compute e(g, g)abc in (G1 , G2 , e) from the given
(g, g a , g b , g c ), where a, b, c ∈ Zp .
3.1.2 Secret Sharing
Another important cryptographic primitive used by our scheme is
secret sharing [37], [38]. In the context of a dealer sharing a secret
with n participants u1 , . . . , un , a participant learns the secret if
and only if it can cooperate with at least t − 1 other participants
(on sharing what they learn from the dealer), where t ≤ n is a
pre-determined parameter. The secret to be shared by the dealer is
s ∈ Zp , where p > n. Before secret sharing, each participant ui
holds a pairwise secret key ki ∈ Zp , which is only known by ui
and the dealer.
The dealer follows a two-step process. First, it constructs a
polynomial function f (z) of degree t − 1, i.e.,

f (z) = s +

t−1
X

aj z j ,

(1)

j=1

by randomly choosing t − 1 i.i.d. coefficients (the aj s) from
Zp . Note that all (additive and multiplication) operations used in
(1) and throughout the rest of the paper are modular arithmetic
(defined over Zp ) as opposed to real arithmetic. Also note that s
forms the constant component of f (z) - i.e., s = f (0). Then, in
the second step, the dealer transmits to each ui a secret share si
computed from ki , the secret key known only by ui and the dealer.

si = f (ki ),

(2)

We now show how t or more users can cooperate to recover s
by sharing the secret shares received from the dealer. Without loss
of generality, let u1 , . . . , ut be the cooperating users. These t users
can reconstruct the secret s = f (0) from s1 = f (k1 ), . . . , st =
f (kt ) by computing


t
Y
X
0
−
k
i
sj
.
s = f (0) =
(3)
ki − kj
j=1
i∈[1,t],i6=j
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Note that the cumulative product in (3) is essentially a Lagrange coefficient. The correctness of (3) can be easily verified
based on the definition of f (z).

3.2

System Model

In this paper, we consider a BAN communication system depicted
in Fig. 1. There are four major entities in this system: Key Generation Center (KGC), Sensor (implanted and wearable devices),
Data Sink (the BAN data controller or a mobile device such as
a smart phone), and Data Consumer (doctors or nurses). In the
following subsections, we summarize the major functions of each
entity.
3.2.1

The Key Generation Center (KGC)

The KGC is used to perform system initialization, generate public
parameters, and assign a secret key for each of the attributes a
data consumer claims to have. The public parameters should be
installed into the sensors before they are deployed (attached to
or implanted in a human body) in a BAN. A data consumer
should be able to prove to the KGC that it is the owner of a
set of attributes and the KGC will generate a secret key for each
attribute. One can see that the secret keys are uniquely generated
for the data consumer, which implies that random numbers need
to be associated with the set of secret keys to prevent collusion
attacks. Sensors have all public parameters, which means that each
sensor can construct an access tree and encrypt its data according
to the access tree. Once a data consumer’s attributes satisfy the
access tree, it should be able to decrypt the message using the
corresponding secret keys.
3.2.2

Implanted and Wearable Sensors

A BAN consists of wireless sensors called BAN devices either
embedded on/near the surface (i.e., wearable devices) or implanted
in the deep tissue (i.e., implanted devices) of a human body. These
sensors are exploited to monitor vital body parameters or body
movements (e.g., endoscopy capsules and motion sensors), and/or
control the human body by providing life support, visual/audio
feedback, etc. A BAN can be used by its human bearer for a variety
of applications, including health care, military combat support,
and athletic training, just to name a few.
Implanted devices suffer from extremely restricted resources
in terms of battery power, storage, and computation capability.
Wearable devices, on the other hand, have much less stringent
resource constraints. They are usually battery-powered and the
batteries can be changed/recharged relatively easily. Wearable
devices far exceed implanted ones in both quantity and heterogeneity. Example wearable devices include the sensors monitoring
the cardiovascular system (electrodes on the chest to capture
ECG, Peizo sensors on the wrist to measure blood pressure,
optical sensors on the toe and earlobe to measure the pulse rate,
microphones on the chest to measure heart sounds, etc.), the
motion sensors placed on knees or in shoes, small cameras or
video cameras attached to the sunglasses, and radars attached to
the clothes or the stick to assist visually-disabled persons, etc.
The BAN devices should have certain computation capability
to encrypt the patient’s data and store the ciphertext into the data
sink. When a doctor or a nurse needs the data, she/he needs to
communicate with the data sink to retrieve the (encrypted) data.

3.2.3

4

Data Sink

A data sink, which could be the BAN controller or a mobile
device such as a smartphone, is used to store the patient’s data.
We apply the attribute-based encryption proposed by Bethencourt,
Sahai, and Waters [1] to encrypt the data and store the ciphertext
in the data sink according to the requirements of the BAN. After
data consumers retrieve a data item from the data sink, they can
decrypt the data as long as they possess the secret key for the
corresponding attributes specified by the access tree of the data.
In a traditional framework, the data sink is used to authenticate
the identity of a data consumer, verify its authorization status,
retrieve and encrypt the data requested (with the keys shared by
the data consumer and the data sink), and then send the data
to the data consumer. Thus the data sink plays a vital role and
we have to completely trust it. In other words, if we employ a
mobile device such as a smartphone with a database that enables
role-based access control as the data sink, we need to trust the
smartphone to authenticate the data consumer, check the data
consumer’s privilege, and establish a secure channel with the data
consumer. If the smart phone is physically stolen or lost, the
attacker can retrieve the data by analyzing the memory or disk.
On the other hand, some applications in a smartphone often cross
the line to collect unnecessary data, making such a data sink even
more vulnerable to various attacks.
In our framework, we leverage the fact that CP ABE can
enable sensors to store the data in ciphertext; thus the data sink
itself has no access to the original data. The only requirement
for the data sink is to functionally store the encrypted data and
disseminate the data to the data consumers that make requests.
By this way we minimize the trust we usually put on the data
sink. Therefore if we use a smartphone to store the data, the
curious applications that intend to learn the data can obtain only
the encrypted version. Based on the above analysis, in this study
we assume that the data sink is honest but curious and easy to be
compromised.
3.2.4

Data Consumers (DCs)

Data Consumers refer to the doctors and nurses or other experts.
To decrypt a message, data consumers should have the attributes
that satisfy the access tree specified by the data source. When the
first time a data consumer joins the system, he needs to contact
the KGC to obtain the secret key corresponding to the attributes
he claims to have. The detailed method that shows how the data
consumer can prove to the KGC that he possesses a set of attributes
is out of the scope of this paper. For example, a data consumer can
go to the KGC office and prove to the officer that he is a doctor
in both GWU hospital and Cardiac Surgery Center. Then the KGC
should generate a unique set of secret keys for the data consumer.
One should notice that the secret keys are the crux to decrypt
a message, not the attributes themselves. Attributes are public
parameters and everyone could possibly know them. The secret
keys for a data consumer are uniquely generated by KGC, which
typically associates a random number with each key, to enable
data consumer’s ability to decrypt a message and simultaneously
prevent collusion attacks.
Notice that as long as a data consumer has the required
attributes, he can decrypt the data and communicate with the
sensors. If there are two doctors in the system that possess the
same set of attributes, they are the same data consumer from the
perspective of the sensors.
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Key Generation Center
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Data Consumers

Fig. 1. A BAN architecture of a health care application.

3.3

Access Control Policy – the Access Tree

Our main idea is to design an attribute-based security scheme that
views an identity as a set of attributes, and enforces a lower bound
on the number of common attributes between a user’s identity and
its access rights specified for the sensitive data. We use an access
tree to control the data consumer’s access to the encrypted data.
A similar idea is adopted by [1]. In such an access tree T , each
non-leaf node represents a threshold gate, which is described by its
children and a threshold value. Fig. 2 illustrates such an access tree
structure. In Fig. 2, numx is the number of child nodes of node x,
and kx ∈ [1, numx ] is its threshold value indicating that node x
performs the OR operation over all the subsets of kx child nodes
of x, with each subset supporting an AND operation. Each leaf
node x is described by an attribute and a threshold value kx = 1.
When a data item is generated, its associated attributes defining
the access rights are used to create a tree for access control, which
implies that only the users possessing the attributes of the data
item can decrypt the encrypted data.
Root R, 1 ≤ k

... ...

r

≤ numr

node x,

comes from GWU hospital and works in the Vascular or Cardiac
Surgery Center, has the access right to this piece of data. Thus
a doctor in GWU hospital that has one of the following sets of
attributes: {GWU hospital, Vascular Surgery}, {GWU hospital,
Cardiac Surgery}, and {GWU hospital, Cardiac Surgery, Vascular
Surgery}, has an access to the data mentioned above. Note that all
the data stored in the mobile device are encrypted. Also note that
the access right of the data is described by an access tree specified
by the patient’s sensor that intends to achieve a role-based access
control (RBAC). Fig. 3 illustrates the aforementioned example
access tree structure.

And root, kr = 2 =numr
or
Att: GWU Hospital

Att: Vascular Surgery Att: Cardiac Surgery

Fig. 3. An example access control structure.

1 ≤ k x ≤ numx

numr

leaf y, att(y)
Fig. 2. An access control tree structure in a BAN.

4

T HE P ROPOSED S ECURE DATA C OMMUNICA TION P ROTOCOL
In this section, we propose data communication protocols based on
CP ABE [1] to secure the messages when a data consumer, which
could be a doctor or other expert, communicates with the sensors
or the data sink, to get the patient’s information or distribute
instructions and commands to the BAN. For example, a sensor
in the BAN may specify the following access structure for the
data it has collected: ({GWU hospital} AND {Vascular Surgery
OR Cardiac Surgery}), which indicates that only a doctor, who

4.1 The Data Communications Between Data Consumers and the Data Sink
Our scheme consists of four Algorithms. Algorithm 1 presents
the system initialization performed by KGC. To be more specific,
the KGC generates and distributes the public parameters to all
the entities in the system. Algorithm 2 is executed by KGC
to generate private keys for the users based on their attributes.
For each attribute a user possesses, a private key needs to be
generated, which can be used later to decrypt a ciphertext if
the attributes satisfy the access tree of the original data. The
encryption procedure is detailed in Algorithm 3: a session key
K needs to be encrypted with an access tree T specified by the
sensor, which is called the “sender” in the protocol. Algorithm
4 implements decryption and authentication, which should be
executed by the data consumer (called “receiver” in the protocol)
to get the session key based on his attributes and the corresponding
secret keys for his attributes since he receives only encrypted data
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from the sensor/sender. Note that Algorithm 4 is similar to the
originally proposed by CP ABE [1].
Algorithm 1 System Initialization

2:
3:
4:
5:

the encrypted data to a mobile device (data sink) at a regular
interval. When a doctor needs to contact the data sink, decrypt the
session key K , and retrieve the data, the following steps need to
be performed:

p, a generator g of G0 , and a bilinear map
e : G0 × G0 → G1 .
Defines a Lagrange coefficient
Q 4i,S for i ∈ Zp and a set S
of elements in Zp : 4i,S = j∈S,j6=i x−j
i−j .
Chooses two random exponents α, β ∈ Zp .
Selects a hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → G0 . The function H
is viewed as a random oracle.
Distributes the public parameters of the system given by

1)

P K = G0 , g, h = g β , e(g, g)α

2)

1: Selects a prime

6: Computes the master key MSK is

(4)

(β, g α ).

3)

Inputs: The master key MSK and the set of attributes S possessed by
the user (a sensor or a data consumer) requesting a private key.

4)

1: Select random number rsn ∈ Zp , Ksign = rsn , and calculate the

verification key Kver = g rsn .

2: The KGC chooses random numbers r, rj ∈ Zp for each attribute

j ∈ S.
3: The secret key SK is computed by
(α+r)
β

,

∀j ∈ S : Dj = g r · H(j)rj , Dj0 = g rj ).

(5)

4: Send SK and rsn to the owner of the attribute set S via a secure

channel, and publish Kver for others.

Algorithm 3 Encryption(PK, K, T)
Inputs: User public parameter P K ; session key K ; the tree T rooted
at node R specifying the access right of the key K .
1: Chooses a polynomial qx and sets its degree dx = kx − 1 for each

node x in the tree T .
2: Chooses a random s ∈ Zp and sets qR (0) = s;
3: Chooses dR random points from Zp to completely define the

polynomial qR .
4: for any other node x in T do
5:
Sets qx (0) = qparent(x) (index(x)).
6:
Selects dx random points from Zp to completely define qx .
7: end for
8: Let Y be the set of leaf nodes in T . The ciphertext CK is

constructed based on the access tree T as follows:
CK

=

The sensor selects a random session key K , encrypts the
session key using Algorithm 3 and encrypts its data M
by AES: AES(K, M ). One has to be aware that we do
not write the AES algorithm in Algorithm 3 since the
point we want to make here is that we use Algorithm 3 to
encrypt a session key K , and the symmetric encryption
can be performed as long as the session key is valid (not
yet expired).
The sensor sends the encrypted data to the mobile device
(data sink):

Sensor → datasink :
(IDs , IDd , Algorithm3(K), AES(K, M ))

Algorithm 2 Key Generation (MSK, S )

SK = (D = g

6

(T, C̃ = Ke(g, g)αs , C = hs ,
∀y ∈ Y : Cy = g qy (0) , Cy0 = H(att(y))qy (0) ). (6)

(7)

The doctor obtains the encrypted data from the data sink,
and then executes Algorithm 4 to decrypt the encrypted
data to obtain the session key K .
The doctor decrypts AES(K, M ) using the session key
K.

Note that the decryption process makes use of the set S of
attributes the doctor possesses to match the access tree T carried
by the ciphertext CK . Then the doctor uses the secret keys
corresponding to the matched attributes to recursively decrypt
CK .
4.2 The Direct Communications Between Data Consumers and Sensors
When a doctor wants to send instructions or commands to a
sensor in a BAN, direct communications between the doctor and
the sensor are needed. Considering the limitation in computation
power and storage of the sensor, we will leverage the data sink
again by posting it an access token K1 , which is encrypted with
an access tree specified by the sensor. The doctors or experts that
have the privilege to decrypt the access token K1 can prove to
the sensor that he has the attribute by sending back the salted
hash of K1 . Then the sensor challenges the doctor again by
sending another access token to the data sink, which overwrites
the previous one. If the doctor can prove his privilege again, a
communication channel between the sensor and the doctor is set
up with a key derived from the access token. We will explain
why we need this two phase commitment in Section 5 when we
analyze the attack resistance of our scheme. Generally speaking,
our protocol can be divided into three phases: initialization phase,
communication establishment phase, and communication phase.
The detailed procedures are described as follows.

9: Compute the signature by hashing the bitstring K , as h = H(K).

We output the signature σ = hrsn .
10: Output the message:

4.2.1
1)

CT = (CK, σ)

The following procedure illustrates how a doctor with a set
of secret keys for the corresponding attribute set S obtains the
required plaintext data from the data sink. Generally speaking, a
sensor encrypts the body data using Algorithm 3, and then sends

2)
3)

Initialization Phase
The KGC posts the P K according to Algorithm 1 and
distributes the attributes to their corresponding owners –
an owner of an attribute could be a sensor, a doctor or a
nurse.
KGC distributes {SKD , Ksign1 } and {SKN , Ksign2 }
to the corresponding doctor and nurse, respectively.
The sensor saves P K , which is typically done before it
is embedded into the human body.
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Algorithm 4 Decryption (CT, SK)
Inputs: A ciphertext CT = (T, C̃, C, ∀y ∈ Y :
key SK ; the set of possessed attributes S .

Cy , Cy0 );

the secret

4)

1: function (DecryptNode (CT, SK, x))
2:
if x is a leaf node of T then
3:
Let i = att(x)
4:
if i ∈ S then

Return

e(Di , Cx )
= e(g, g)rqx (0) ;
e(Di0 , Cx0 )

(8)

5)
6)

z∈Sx

Y

(e(g, g)r·qz (0) )

sensor to convince the sensor that he has the required
privilege: Doctor → Sensor : H 0 = H(KT date ).
The sensor receives the proof and then verifies whether
or not H 0 = H . If succeeds, the sensor generates a new
access token K10 , and encrypts KT0 date = K10 ||datetime
using the same access tree with Algorithm 3. The sensor
sends the encrypted KT0 date to the doctor as a challenge,
and then to the data sink to overwrite the previously
encrypted access token.

Sensor → Doctor and Data sink :
(ID, Algorithm3(KT0 date ), Hash(KT0 date ))

else Return ⊥.
end if
else
for each child node z of x do
Fz = DecryptN ode(CT, SK, z)
end for
Let Sx be an arbitrary kx -sized set of child nodes of x
such that Fz 6=⊥ if z ∈ Sx .
12:
if Sx exists then
Y 4i,S0 (0)
x
Fx =
Fz
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

=

7

4i,S 0 (0)
x

(9)

The data sink overwrites the previously encrypted access
token with the new one.
The doctor decrypts (ID, Algorithm3(KT0 date ), Hash(
KT0 date )), and then sends the salted hash
H0
=
H(K10 ||datetime) to the sensor:
Doctor → Sensor : H 0 = H(K10 ||datetime).
The sensor verifies whether or not H 0 = H . If it is true,
the doctor and the sensor go to the next phase to start
secure communications based on the shared secret K10

z∈Sx

=

Y

r·qx (i)·4i,S 0 (0)

e(g, g)

x

=
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

4.2.3

Communication Phase

The phase contains the following two steps.

z∈Sx

e(g, g)r·qx (0) ,
where i = index(z) and Sx0 = {index(z) : z ∈ Sx }.

Return Fx
else
Return Fx =⊥
end if
end if
end function
A = DecryptN ode(CT, Sk, R)
if A 6=⊥ then
Ã = e(C, D)/A = e(g, g)αs ;
end if
The decryption is performed as follows:
K 0 = C̃/Ã.

24: if e(σ, g) = e(H(K 0 ), g rsn ) then
25:
The message K 0 is valid.
26: end if

Note that this initialization phase can be skipped if the actions have
been performed when a data consumer retrieves the encrypted data
from the data sink.
4.2.2 Communication Establishment Phase
1) First, the sensor chooses an access token K1 , and
encrypts KT date = K1 ||datetime with the Algorithm 3. Then the sensor sends the encrypted token to the data sink: Sensor → Data sink :
(ID, Algorithm3(KT date ), Hash(KT date )). The data sink stores the ciphertext and sends it to doctors or
nurses when requested.
2) The sensor updates KT date at certain time interval, for
example, a day.
3) When a doctor obtains (ID, Algorithm3(KT date )), he
decrypts the ciphertext according to Algorithm 4. Then
the doctor sends a salted hash of the access token to the

1)

The doctor sends the instruction I to the sensor by using
the shared secret K10

Doctor → Sensor :
(IDd , IDs , AES(K10 , I), H = Hash(K10 ||I||IDs )).
(10)
2)

The sensor decrypts the message and obtains I 0 . Then it
computes H 0 = Hash(K10 ||I 0 ||IDs ). if H 0 = H , the
message integrity is proved.

Notice that as long as a data consumer has the required
attributes, he can learn the session key established for doctor Dr
and sensor Sn. This indicates that any other doctor with the same
required set of attributes can obtain the session key, hence all the
communications between Dr and Sn. In our proposed scheme,
all data consumers with the same set of required attributes makes
no difference in the eyes of the sensor since the sensor uses the
CP ABE to perform a role-based access control. We leave the
establishment of a private channel between a particular doctor and
a sensor as future work.
4.3

Expiration Time of The Session Key

In this subsection, we discuss the life time of the session key,
which implies the feasibility of the communication protocol.
Generally specking, the CP ABE provides asymmetric encryption with a high computation cost. Thus we choose asymmetric
encryption to encrypt the session-key for establishing symmetric
encryption. Then what is the expiration time of a session key?
Notice that in Section 4.2.3, a session-key is established
between a sensor and a doctor for their direct communications.
We didn’t specify how long this session should last, which means
that we didn’t give an expiration time to the session-key. The
expiration time depends on the requirement of the real system.
If the session key is not expired, the doctor can directly contact
the sensor again even after minutes of suspension. The tradeoff is
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obvious here: the longer the expiration time, the less the security
strength. But the computation cost is less too.
In Section 4.1, we utilize a session-key generated by the
sensor to prefer symmetric encryption on the produced data. Our
recommendation is that a session-key for data encryption should
be changed once every day. This again reflects the tradeoff we
have argued before: the longer the time, the less the security, the
less the computation cost.
4.4

The Revocation of The Data Consumer

In this subsection, we discuss the revocation of a data consumer.
Revocation is a practical problem in real life applications. A doctor
may be transferred to another hospital and his secret keys for the
attributes should be revoked.
Indeed, this is a problem regarding how to revoke a user in the
ABE system. In a typical ABE system, an attribute is associated
with a time stamp. For example, instead of using “GWU hospital”
as an attribute, we use “GWU hospital 2015” as the attribute.
When the KGC generates the corresponding secret key for this
attribute to the data consumer, the secret key can only correctly
decrypt the message encrypted based on the attribute “GWU
hospital 2015”. Next year, all sensors need to encrypt their data
with the attribute “GWU hospital 2016” and the data consumer
should contact the KGC to get the secret key for the new attribute
“GWU hospital 2016”. This means that in the above example the
data consumer should refresh his secret keys once a year. Then
if a doctor is transferred to another hospital, he will not obtain a
new secret key before a new year comes. In real life applications,
we can set the revocation period to be a month or a week, which
depends on the application situation. The tradeoff is obvious here:
the shorter the period, the higher the frequency of the secret key
updates, thus the higher the computation cost. There exists some
research on real-time key revocation, which requires that once
a user has been revoked, the update happens immediately [39].
However they still have a higher cost than the periodical revocation
scheme mentioned before. Our argument here states that updating
keys per week or per month is practical for our real life application
usage.

5

A NALYSIS OF THE P ROPOSED S CHEME

In this section, we prove the correctness of the scheme, analyze its
security from the aspects of collusion resistance and authenticity,
and then evaluate its performance in terms of energy consumption
and computation/communication overhead.
5.1

The Correctness of the Proposed Scheme

In this subsection, we show that the scheme is indeed feasible and
correct. Algorithm 4 can verify whether the received session key
has been forged or falsified. From CP ABE [1], we have

K0

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

C̃/Ã
C̃/(e(C, D)/A)
C̃/(e(hs , g (α+r)/β )/e(g, g)rs )
Ke(g, g)αs /(e(g βs , g α+r/β )/e(g, g)rs )
Ke(g, g)αs /(e(g, g)βs·(α+r)/β /e(g, g)rs )
Ke(g, g)αs /(e(g, g)(αs+rs) /e(g, g)rs )
Ke(g, g)αs /e(g, g)αs
K.

8

Thus if e(σ, g) = e(H(K 0 ), g rsn ), K 0 is valid. When the doctor
receives a valid K 0 , he could decrypt the ciphertext using the K 0
to obtain the message M .
5.2

Security analysis

In this subsection, we analyze the security strength of the proposed
scheme by examining how it can counter possible major attacks.
5.2.1 Collusion Attack Resistance
In our application of CP ABE, the set of attributes composes
the identity. In order to provide different users with different
access rights, the scheme provides an access tree structure for each
encrypted data item, and requires only a subset of the attributes for
decryption. Thus our scheme can defend against collusion attacks
although the original ABE does suffer from such an attack.
For example, assume that neither a doctor Dr nor a Nurse
N s possesses a sufficient number of attributes to successfully
decrypt the ciphertext CK alone. There are two reasons to make
a successful collusion attack impossible. First, Dr and N s have
different attribute sets because they have different rights to access
the data. Second, Dr and N s may collude by combining their
attributes in any way. However, they are not able to combine their
secret keys (the SK s) to get a secret key for the combined set of
attributes according to Algorithm 2. Thus they could not decrypt
the message, indicating that the proposed scheme is secure against
collusion attacks.
5.2.2 Session Key Authentication
Assume that a Doctor Dr wants to get the session key K from
the sensor. Before the session key is stored in the data sink, the
sensor has encrypted it with Algorithm 3. When Dr plans to
obtain the session key from the data sink, it needs its private key
(α+r)
SK = (D = g β , ∀j ∈ S : Dj = g r · H(j)rj , Dj0 = g rj ),
which is computed by Algorithm 2. The doctor Dr decrypts
the ciphertext and verifies its authenticity by Algorithm 4: if
e(σ, g) = e(H(K 0 ), g rsn ) is established, the decrypted session
key K is valid; otherwise, it is discarded.
5.2.3 Two Phase Commitment
Usually, there is an access token stored at the data sink. Whenever
a data consumer wants to initialize a direct communication with a
sensor, he needs to decrypt the access token and prove itself to the
sensor.
We add the second phase of authentication in our protocol
proposed in Section 4.2 by letting the sensor generate an access
token again and challenge the data consumer. This two-phase
commitment can protect the session from the following two
vulnerable scenarios: i) an attacker may get a chance to obtain the
access token since the attacker has the time to do the crack offline (the access token refreshes at a certain time period); and ii) the
doctor may accidentally leak its access token to an attacker. The
second phase of authentication can effectively correct the error by
generating a new access token.
Note that the sensor needs to send the new encrypted access
token to the data sink and the data sink needs to replace the old
one with the new one. This helps to defend against the following
malicious attack: Suppose somehow an attacker obtains the access
token and contacts the sensor for the challenge. Of course the
attacker’s chance of winning the challenge game is negligible.
But the attacker can keep on requesting new challenges, which
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consumes the sensor’s computation power and drains its battery
quickly. By replacing the old access token with the new one in
the data sink, we eliminate the chance of such a malicious energydraining attack.
5.3

Performance Analysis

In this subsection, we present a quantitative performance study.
Our main concern is the energy consumption spent on message
computation and transmission. Since the message size is directly
related to the energy consumption on message transmission, which
is linearly proportional to the message size [32], [40], we start
from analyzing the message size.
5.3.1 Message Size
Considering the communication protocol between the data consumer and the data sink presented in section 4.1. When the doctor
first accesses the data sink, he needs to obtain the session key from
Equation (7). Then the total message size of decryption can be
computed as follows according to Equation (6) and Equation (7):

Size = |IDs | + |IDd | + |Algorithm3(K)|
= |IDs | + |IDd | + |T | + |C̃| + |C|
+ |σ| + |Cy | + |C 0 |

(11)

It is sufficient for IDr and IDd to have 1-byte respectively,
and have a four-byte |T | for each data item in a typical BAN.
The size of the parameters in Equation (11) is variable. In our
evaluation, the bilinear e employs the Tate pairing. The elliptic
curve is defined over Fp . The order q of G1 and G2 is a 20-byte
prime. In order to deliver a level of security equivalent to that of
1024-bit RSA, p should be a 64-byte prime if G2 is a q -order
subgroup of the multiplicative group of the finite field F∗p2 . In the
above analysis, we can set p to be 42.5 bytes in length for the finite
field F∗p3 , and 20 bytes in length for the finite field F∗p6 . Therefore,
the total message size of Equation (11) can be 6 + 5|p| bytes,
ranging from 106 to 326 bytes.
When the communication channel is established, The message
size is
Size = |IDs | + |IDd | + |AES(K, M )|.
(12)
which equals 18 bytes.
For the direct communication protocol between a data consumer and a sensor presented in the section 4.2, we can still
obtain the total message size of decryption as follows according
to Equation (6) and Equation (9):

9

TABLE 2
Communication Overhead

DCs-data sink connection
DCs-Sensor connection
DCs-data sink communication
DCs-Sensor communication

Encryption
(5|p| + 6) bytes
(10|p| + 42) bytes
18 bytes
34 bytes

Decryption
1
1
1
1

curves in Fig. 4 indicate that the message size is independent of
the number of users. For establishing a connection, our scheme
needs a large message size; however, when the connection is
established, the message size for the communications between a
data consumer and a sensor is small. So does the communication
between a data consumer and the data sink. Fig. 5 illustrates the
functional relationship between the message size and the security
level. We observe that the message size has a linear relationship
with the security level for establishing a connection. Once the
connection is established, the message size is independent of the
security level.
5.3.2 Communication Overhead
The ciphertext needs to be stored in the data sink and transmitted
to the data consumers when requested; thus the communication
overhead is mainly related to the size of the encrypted data. From
the above analysis, we know that the ciphertext size is 5|p| + 6 for
establishing the connection between a data consumer and the data
sink, and is 2 ∗ (5|p| + 21) = 10|p| + 42 bytes for establishing
the connection between a data consumer and the sensor. After
the establishment of the connection, the ciphertext size is 18
bytes between the data consumer and the data sink, and is 34
bytes between the data consumer and the sensor. The overheads
is shown in Table 2, which indicates that the communication
overhead is mainly caused by establishing connection. We observe
that the communication overhead is increasing along with the
security level for establishing a connection in Fig. 6; however,
the communication overhead is independent of the security level
for data transmissions. The reason is that the ciphertext size is
independent of the number of users after the connections between
data consumers and sensors or the connections between data
consumers and data sink are established. In other words, the
ciphertext size does not change with security level.

5.3.3 Energy Consumption on Communications
In this subsection, we evaluate the energy consumption of En0
0
Size = |ID| + |Algorithm3(K1 ||date)| + |Hash(K1 ||date)| cryption in our scheme using the method proposed by [32].
As shown in [40], a Chipcon CC1000 radio used in Crossbow
= |ID| + |T | + |C̃| + |C| + |σ|
MICA2DOT motes consumes 28.6 µJ and 59.2 µJ to receive
+ |Cy | + |C 0 | + |Hash(K10 ||date)|
and transmit one byte, respectively. In our proposed scheme, he
(13) message size is 5|p| + 6 bytes to establish the connection between
With a similar analysis, we obtain the total message size of a data consumer and the data sink, leading to a total energy
Equation (13), which is 5|p| + 21 bytes, ranging from 121 to 341 consumption (on both transmitting and receiving messages) of
(5|p| + 6) ∗ (28.6 + 59.2)µJ = (0.439|p| + 0.5268) mJ for
bytes.
After the data consumer successfully establishes the connec- one data transmission. After the establishment of the connection,
the message size is 18 bytes, leading to an energy consumption
tion, the size of the exchanged messages can be:
of (18 ∗ (28.6 + 59.2))µJ = 1.5804 mJ . When there are N
Size = |IDd |+|IDs |+|AES(K10 , I)|+|H+|Hash(K10 ||I||IDs )|,transmissions, the total energy consumption on communications
(14) is (0.439|p| + 0.5268 + 1.5804 ∗ (N − 1)) = (1.5804N +
which equals 34 bytes.
0.439|p| − 1.0536)mJ . On the other hand, the message size
Fig. 4 demonstrates the relationship between the total message is (5|p| + 21) to establish a direct connection between a data
size and the number of users at different security levels. The consumer and a sensor, leading to a total energy consumption of
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Data consumer−−sensor communication
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2 ∗ (5|p| + 21) ∗ (28.6 + 59.2)µJ = (0.878|p| + 3.6876)mJ for
one data transmission. After the establishment of the connection,
the message size is 34 bytes, leading to the energy consumption
of (34 ∗ (28.6 + 59.2))µJ = 2.9852 mJ . Thus the total
energy consumption on communications is (0.878|p| + 3.6876 +
2.9852 ∗ (N − 1)) = (2.9852N + 0.878|p| + 0.7024)mJ of
N transmissions. We show the comparison between our proposed
scheme and the baseline approaches on energy consumption in
Table 3. Note that to evaluate the energy consumptions of the
baseline approaches that use broadcasts, we adopt the model
proposed by [32].
TABLE 3
Energy Consumption on Communications
The schemes
DCs–data sink, |p| = 20 bytes
DCs–data sink, |p| = 42.5 bytes
DCs–data sink, |p| = 64 bytes
DCs–Sensor, |p| = 20 bytes
DCs–Sensor, |p| = 42.5 bytes
DCs–Sensor, |p| = 64 bytes
* Certificate-based scheme |p| = 64 bytes
* Merkle hash tree scheme |p| = 64 bytes
* ID-based scheme |p| = 64 bytes

0

Energy consumption (mJ )
1.5804N + 7.7264
1.5804N + 17.6039
1.5804N + 27.0424
2.9852N + 18.2624
2.9852N + 38.0174
2.9852N + 56.8944
146.99N
144.56N
111.02N

Note: The certificate-based scheme, Merkle hash tree based scheme, and IDbased scheme are all proposed in [32]
*
The number of transmissions is N .

Since energy consumption is linearly proportional to the
message size [32], [40]. Fig.7 and Fig.8 illustrate the energy
consumption on communications as a function of the number
of transmissions N . Comparing the consumption between the
two figures, one can see that our proposed scheme consumes
significantly lower energy consumption than the schemes in [32]
once the connection is established.
5.3.4 Computation Cost
We now consider the computation overhead of the proposed
scheme on a 32-bit Intel PXA255 processor running at 400 MHz.
According to [41], it takes approximately 752 ms to compute Tate
pairing (as used in our approach) on a 32-bit ST22 smartcard
microprocessor running at 33 MHz. Correspondingly, the computation of Tate pairing on PXA255 takes about 33/400 × 752 ≈
62.04 ms. Using the same estimation method, we obtain that it
takes 18.48 ms to verify the ECDSA-160 signature according to
the analysis in [32]. Note that we omit the computation overhead
of hash operations and symmetric encryption operations which
have a significantly lower computation cost [42].
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We assume the number of transcations is N per user. In
the certificate-based scheme [32], the computation cost is mainly
incurred by the verification of two ECDSA signatures. Thus, the
total computation cost is 2 ∗ 18.48N = 36.96N ms. In the
Merkle hash tree based scheme, the computation cost is mainly
incurred by the verification of one ECDSA signature (i.e., 18.48N
ms). In the ID-based scheme, the computation cost is mainly
incurred by the two Tate pairings, with a total computation cost
of 2 ∗ 62.04N = 124.08N ms. In our proposed scheme, For the
data consumer and data sink communications, the computation
cost is mainly incurred by at most five Tate Pairings, with a total
cost of 5 ∗ 62.04 = 310.2 ms, to established the connection;
once the connection is established, the data consumer does not
need to compute the Tate Pairing again until the session key is
renewed. For the data consumer and sensor communications, the
computation cost is mainly incurred by at most 10 Tate Paring,
with a total cost of 10 ∗ 62.04 = 620.4 ms to establish the
connection. Once the connection is established, the data consumer
does not compute the Tate Paring again until the token is updated.
We summarize the results of the energy consumption for our
proposed scheme in Table 4.
Fig. 9 depicts the computation cost of the proposed scheme
and the other schemes (the certificate-based scheme, the Merkle
hash tree based scheme, and the ID-based scheme) proposed in
[32]. One can make the following observations from the curves.
First, the proposed scheme has a lower computation cost than other
schemes. When we consider the energy consumption incurred
by both computation and communications, our proposed scheme
is relatively efficient when N is large. Moreover, the proposed
scheme is based on an emerging technique, which is under rapid
development, so one can expect the computation cost of the
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TABLE 4
Computation cost with regard to the number of transmissions per user.
The schemes
* Certificate-based scheme
* Merkle hash tree scheme
* ID-based scheme
DCs-data sink communication scheme
DCs-Sensor communication scheme

computation cost (ms)
36.96N
18.48N
124.08N
310.2
620.4

Note: the certificate-based scheme, the Merkle hash tree based
scheme, and the ID-based scheme are the ones proposed in [32].
*
The number of transmissions is N .

proposed scheme to decrease significantly in the future.
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